No. 2201 Single Carrier
1 – 2 oz.
Block constructed of plated steel with two nylon-tired ball-bearing equipped wheels. Carrier spacing 12" on center. Carrier width: Approximately 1-1/4".

No. 2202 Master Carrier
1 – 3 oz.
Block constructed of plated steel with two nylon wheels and cord lock. Rolls in single runway to provide curtain overlap. Carrier width: Approximately 4".

No. 2202-B Master Carrier
1 – 3-1/2 oz.
Block constructed of plated steel with two nylon-tired ball-bearing equipped wheels and cord lock. Rolls in single runway to provide curtain overlap. Carrier width: Approximately 4".

No. 2202-BT Tandem Carrier
1 – 3-1/2 oz.
Block constructed of plated steel with two nylon-tired ball-bearing equipped wheels. Rolls in single runway behind master carrier to provide additional curtain overlap. Carrier width: Approximately 4".

No. 2202-T Tandem Carrier
1 – 3 oz.
Block constructed of plated steel with two nylon wheels. Rolls in single runway behind master carrier to provide additional curtain overlap. Carrier width: Approximately 4".

No. 2224 Splice Clamp
1 – 8 oz.
Formed from 20 gauge sheet steel surrounds the outer surface of the two track sections being joined. Used only to assure proper alignment of the two track sections. Not designed to support track or track load. Approximately: 8" long x 2-1/8" wide x 1-1/4" high.

No. 2203 Live End Pulley
1 – 6 oz.

No. 2203 Projection Bracket
1 – 11 oz.
For use when track is to be mounted to side wall as opposed to overhead. Recommended spacing 2' on center along length of track. Projects centerline of track approximately 3-1/2" from side wall.
NOTE: CURTAIN FABRIC MAY RUB WALL WHEN STACKING
Approximately: 3-15/16" long x 3-11/16" high x 3/4" wide.